
 

A Tale of Two Libraries 

Video Transcript 

[Video: The words “IU” on crimson banner left] 

[Video: The word “DAY” on red banner right] 

[Video: Two banners come together to form IU DAY banner] 

[Words appear and encircle top and bottom of IU Day banner: ALL IU. ALL DAY.] 

[Words appear on black film strip with IU DAY banner at top: CAMPUS GEMS: IU SOUTHEAST, A 
TALE OF TWO LIBRARIES] 

[Video: Man using a pencil points at a location on a blueprint.] 

[Words appear: Plans for IU Southeast’s current campus began in the 1960s.] 

[Video: Building under construction] 

[Words appear: The first building went up in 1971 and housed the campus library.] 

[Video: Exterior view of IU Southeast’s first campus library] 

[Words appear: The building’s exterior looks the same today…] 

[Video: Inside view of the building] 

[Words appear: But the inside is no longer home to the campus library.] 

[Video: Open spaces with chairs and tables and students and professors walking through the 
area] 

[Words appear: Hints of the old library remain though…] 

[Video: View above two ceiling panels that have been removed] 

[Words appear: You just have to climb into the ceiling to see them.] 

[Video: Large square hanging light fixture in open area] 

[Words appear: The mezzanine balcony that used to look like this…] 



[Words appear: Is now hidden behind the ceiling tiles.] 

[Video: Ducts and pipes] 

[Words appear: The space contains mostly ductwork.] 

[Video: Sculpture of a man’s bust sitting on a pedestal behind some ductwork] 

[Words appear: and a few surprises.] 

[Video: Library Director Marty Rosen standing in an open space in the building] 

[Words appear: Library Director Marty Rosen recalls the old library’s charming quirks.] 

[Video: Woman reaching for a book in the library stacks] 

[Words appear: Like needing a flashlight to find books on the bottom shelves.] 

[Video: Exterior view of the new library with beautiful, inviting rotunda-like entrance] 

[Words appear: Happily, the library has a new well-lit home across campus.] 

[Video: IU Southeast Library sign with words “Center for Cultural Resources, Institute for 
Learning and Teaching Excellence, 1600 Grenadier Drive] 

[Video: View inside the rotunda of the new library with book stacks in the background] 

[Video: Image of very large IU Seal] 

[Words appear: (that seal is the largest on any IU campus)] 

[Video: Library Director Marty Rosen engaged in conversation with book stacks in the 
background] 

[Words appear: When the building opened in 2005, a few items from the old library made the 
move…] 

[Video: Scan of book stacks] 

[Words appear: Books of course…] 

[Video: Two bird figurines perched on a branch with orange berries.] 

[Video: More figurines of birds in a glass case.] 



[Words appear: These fine-feathered figurines… 

{Video: Original card catalogue or shelf list] 

[Words appear: And this shelf list—now just a cool artifact since the collection went digital.] 

[Video: Hand displaying a card filed in a drawer of the card catalogue] 

[Video: Old photo of two administrators talking inside the old library while it was still under 
construction]  

[Video: Old photo of class of school-age children sitting on the floor in a group in the old library 
listening to the librarian] 

[Words appear: From old to new, IU Southeast’s libraries remind us…] 

[Video: View of the new well-lit library’s first floor conversation areas from the second-floor 
balcony, where brightly colored flags hang] 

[Video: Exterior view of the new library with beautiful, inviting rotunda-like entrance] 

 [Words appear: The past is always with us (maybe even in the ceiling above our heads).] 

[Words appear on black film strip with IU DAY banner at top: CAMPUS GEMS: IU SOUTHEAST, A 
TALE OF TWO LIBRARIES] 

[Transcript ends.] 

 

 

 

 

 
 


